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About the Guide
This guide aims to give a practical understanding of the fundamental principles and
key techniques for single rapier in Girolamo Cavalcabo's  Treatise or Instruction on
Fencing (1597), in Jacques de Villamont’s translation into Middle French to which
Villamont  added  the  discourse  on  the  sword  alone  by  Patenostrier  of  Rome  in
second and subsequent editions.

All  the  techniques  and  examples  and  drills  given  in  the  fencing  treatise  are
illustrations of the principles and assumptions underlying the author's fencing system.
Exposing these principles and assumptions provides a solid foundation on which the
student can make sense of the techniques, examples and drills in the text.

The focus of the guide is firmly on using the rapier alone. There are small differences
in focus and attitude between Cavalcabo and Patenostrier which are called out in the
text. This guide does not deal with Cavalcabo’s rapier and dagger system which is
the subject of another Practical Guide.

Why Should I Care?
Building your knowledge of Patenostrier’s and Cavalcabo's single rapier system from
the bottom up rather than from the top down will make you a better swordsman or
swordswoman.  With  practice,  you  will  more  quickly  develop  an  intuitive
understanding  of  how Patenostrier  and  Cavalcabo  want  you  to  handle  particular
fencing situations. You will have a framework to assist you in closely studying the text
itself as well as for comparing this style of fencing with similar treatises.

Layout and Format
The guide begins in the  Overview section outlining the fundamental principles and
basic  strategy of  the  fight,  guards,  strikes  and  defenses.  It  then goes  on in  the
Principles  and  Techniques section  to  highlight  key  actions  and  statements  of
tactical  advice  that  occur  repeatedly in  the treatise.  Finally, a  range of  exercises
which illustrate these techniques and principles are listed in the Drills and Exercises
section of the guide. 

Assumptions
The  guide  assumes  a  right-handed  fencer  who  already  has  some  training  or
experience fencing with rapier and dagger. It also assumes that you facing a single
opponent,  similarly  armed,  training  for  a  non-cooperative  (antagonistic  or  free
sparring or competitive) encounter.
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About the Treatise
Cavalcabo is both a commentary and extension of Patenostrier as well as a manual
of fencing in its own right. In all things, Patenostrier's opinion will be given first and
Cavalcabo's commentary on it given afterwards.

Patenostrier of Rome
The name Patenostrier or Paternoster occurs in passing references in other texts.
There is nothing known either written by him or directly about him, other than a line
or two in Brantôme and de Montaigne mentioning a fencing master teaching in Rome
and dead shortly before the 1580s. Additionally, there are a few mentions of a man
with name sounding the like Patenostrier who was a Bologna fencing master but this
is unlikely to be the same person.

Girolamo (Hieronyme) Cavalcabo
Girolamo Cavalcabo is thought to be a descendant of the famous family who ruled
Cremona, Italy, for some time during the fourteenth century although this is far from
certain. He himself was trained in the Bolognese fencing tradition and, according to
Egerton Castle in Schools and Masters of Fence, possibly under Angelo Viggiani. 

At  some point,  he travelled to Rome where he was introduced to the “Agrippan”
system of guard positions (eg: first, second, third, fourth) and where he established
his own fencing school. His son, Cesare, was teaching there around 1609. Girolamo
is thought to have moved the school to London around this time before finally settling
in Paris. He was appointed by Henry IV of France as fencing master to the king’s
son, the future Louis XIII. 

Cesare was Master of Arms to the French court from 1611 until 1642 and is recorded
as the last of the Italian fencing masters to teach there. The date is significant as this
is the year that marked the end of the influence of the Medici family at the French
court  after  the  disastrous  regency of  Marie  de  Medici,  Henry’s  second  wife  and
mother of Louis XIII.

Girolamo’s father, Zachara or Zacharia, produced a second printing of Viggiani’s Lo
Schermo in 1588.

The Treatise
Cavalcabo's text has numerous topic headings that are essentially unordered and
unillustrated. While he starts with the simpler aspects such as terminology and the
model  of  the  fight  and  then  progresses  to  more  complex  topics,  he  jumps  in  a
seemingly  random manner  from technique to tactical  advice  and repeats himself
frequently.

Patenostrier’s “excellent  discourse”  is  more ordered.  After  brushing over  the four
guards, reduced into two classes, he explains his basic actions in sufficient detail for
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anyone with a background in swordplay to understand. Unfortunately, the pace of his
prose  increases  as  he  descends  into  throwing  out  a  lot  of  sparsely  described
concepts. Fortunately, Cavalcabo comes to the rescue and gives more information
about them.

Cavalcabo's treatise was originally written in Italian and appears to have never been
published. Jacques de Villamont,  presumably his student,  made a translation into
French which was published first at Paris in 1595 and then at Rouen in 1597 with the
inclusion  of  “Le  Guidon  des  Capitaines”  (“The  Captains’  Banner”),  an  instruction
manual for infantry commanders. It is assumed that Patenostrier’s text was added at
this time also. Other notable editions in French were published in 1610, 1617 and
1628.

The book was translated into German, illustrated and published in Leipzig in 1611
and 1612, by Conrad von Einsidell.

There  is  an  excellent  translation  of  the  1597  edition  by  Rob  Runacres  of  the
Renaissance Sword Club which covers Villamont’s translation of Cavalcabo writings
on the sword alone, sword and dagger, and Patenostrier’s work on the sword alone.

The Weapon

The sword is not defined in the text but will be a type of weapon common to 1590s,
particularly those found in Italy. This suggests the sword is a predominantly thrusting
weapon with a rather triangular blade profile, fairly wide at the forte tapering evenly
along its length to the point, with a the beginnings of a complex hilt  arrangement
consisting of a knuckle bow, one or two rings and ports and a defined ricasso to allow
for fingering the blade.
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Overview
This is the fundamental tenet on which both Patenostrier and Cavalcabo construct
the edifice of their fencing systems. It is, as much as anything, a statement of belief
rather than provable facts.

Axiom: Defence  is  stronger  than  attack.  In  attacking,  the  body  becomes
disordered, less stable and less able to defend itself. In defence, the
body is solidly placed and able to fend off all attacks. The corollary of
this is that it is better to wait and be attacked in order to defend and
more strongly riposte than it is to attack.

Patenostrier  goes  further  to  suggest  that  not  just  attack  but  any
movement  is  inherently  disordering  and  uses  a  thrust  to  the
opponent’s  face to  focus the attention  elsewhere  so  that  you  can
change stance or move your feet safely, without being noticed.

Terminology

Some technical terms are introduced by Patenostrier and Cavalcabo at the start of
his text but these are explained again each time they are used or the description of
the term, rather than the term itself, is used.

Premiere: The  sword  hilt  is  held  higher  than  the  shoulder  on  the  right  side.
Cavalcabo does not explicitly state that the quillions are vertical nor
that the palm of the hand faces the right or outside line, although this is
likely.

Seconde: The sword hilt is held at shoulder level with the palm of the hand facing
downwards.

Tierce: The sword hilt is held low on the right or outside of the body with the
point aimed at the opponent. 

Quarte: The sword hilt is held low on the left or inside line of the body with the
point aimed the opponent.

Estramaçon: This is used both as a generic term for any cutting strike and a cutting
strike  achieved  by  moving  the  sword  in  a  circular  manner  usually
around the wrist rather than the elbow or shoulder. It  comes in two
flavours: the main droite from the right and the revers from the left.

Caver: This  is  the  French  word  Villamont  uses  to  translate  the  Italian
cavazzione or  revolution  of  your  point  underneath  the  opponent’s
blade. In French, the word means “to hollow” or “to collapse” and may
be done with the body as well as the sword. In this way, it has much
more in common with Henry de Sainct Didier’s desrober.

Contretemps: Counter-time  or  acting  in  single  time  is  a  key  feature  of  both
Cavalcabo  and  Patenostrier’s  fencing  system.  Essentially,  it  means
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acting at the same time or in the same tempo as your opponent in
response to your opponent’s action. 

Basic Strategy

Cavalcabo says the basic strategy is to act in double time. If  you attack, start by
throwing the point forward in a thrust or a feint then turn it into a cut or caver and
thrust again. If you take a defensive posture, parry then counter-attack to the nearest
opening. 

Patenostrier’s  strategy  encompasses  this  idea  but  also  encourages  the  use  of
contretemps or single-time actions. He says you need to provoke your opponent and
lay out invitations for your opponent to attack. As soon as the opponent commits to
an action, you interrupt it with your own response. But, as he says, this requires you
to act faster than your opponent. This is risky. 

Keeping more with Cavalcabo, there are three basic strategic postures depending on
the attitude of your opponent:

• If your opponent is timid and does nothing, thrust as either a feint to force the
opponent to do something that you can take advantage of, say, by caver-ing
and striking or simply to strike in your own right.

• If your opponent wants to attack aggressively, stand in quarte, tierce or a high
posture as appropriate to present the opponent an opening to attack. Parry
and riposte as necessary.

• Finally, if your opponent wants to play your your weapon and continually tries
to beat it away, present it so the opponent has the chance to act. When he
does, caver and thrust.

Distance and Footwork
Patenostrier defines three distances or measures, determined by how close you are
to the opponent. Cavalcabo simplifies this into two: either you and your opponent are
close enough to hit each other or your are not.

Close: You can reach your opponent by simply extending your arm.

Just: You must take a small step or pass to reach your opponent.

Wide: You must take the equivalent of more than one small step to reach
your opponent.

While Cavalcabo is silent on the matter, Patenostrier gives some detail about how to
move at measure. The types of movement allowed or preferred are affected greatly
by how close you are to your opponent.

Advancing: Leading with the right foot to move into just or close measure so that
your can step again with either foot if necessary
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Approaching and Joining: Essentially the same action of moving the left foot close to
the right in order to allow you to step out with the right foot. Joining is
the term for doing this in close or just measure. Approaching is doing
this at wide distance.

Pursuing: Moving the left foot past the right foot to close from wide measure.
presumably one maintains the same stance and body profile.

Guards and Counter-guards

Patenostrier specifies the stance as rear-weighted on the left foot, the left hand held
near the face and the sword hilt held low. The blade crosses the body at an angle
and  the  point  of  the  sword  is  directed  towards  the  opponent's  shoulder  on  the
opposite  side  to  the  hilt.  Cavalcabo  does  not  add  to  this  description  other  than
making the distinction that it is preferable to wait for your opponent's action in the
guard of quarte.

Both authors use the Agrippan or Roman classification of guards according to hilt
orientation  (eg:   première,  seconde,  tierce  and  quarte)  and divide them into  two
groups.  Patenostrier  puts  première  and  seconde  into  one  group  and  tierce  and
quarte into another. Cavalcabo divides them into quarte for defence and the rest. He
goes  further,  devaluing  première and  seconde entirely  and  concentrating  almost
solely on tierce.

Thrusts, Cuts and Parries

The thrust is the preferred strike. The rationale for this is not given but, because of
the time period  in  which Cavalcabo  writes,  one can assume that  he follows  the
typical theory that the thrust is quicker and more hidden than the cutting strike. 

The  cut  is  called  the  estramaçon in  the  text  and  its  use  definitely  discouraged.
Cutting  strikes  are  seen  as  something  the  opponent  does.  Strictly  speaking  an
estramaçon is similar to the Bolognese  stramazzone,  a circular cut from the wrist
from, in this case, either the left or the right. This fits with Cavalcabo as all cuts of are
this type. Large motion cutting strikes from the shoulder are not referred to or implied
in the text.

In addition, all cuts that you may make in offense are preceded or prefaced by a
thrust to the head to draw out a response from the opponent and to give you time to
transform this motion into an estramaçon to a different target such as a leg or arm. 

Parries are of two types. The most common is the parry with the point higher than the
hilt whether parrying to the left (in  quarte) or to the right (in  seconde). This is the
majority of the parries mentioned in the text. Parries use the strong of your blade to
push the opponent’s thrust safely offline or block an opponent’s cutting strike. Cuts to
your left side are parried in this manner in quarte; cuts to your right side are parried
in tierce. The second type of parry is the counter-cut into the opponent’s sword. This
is almost always done against an opponent’s attack your legs or lower belly.
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The face and shoulders are the primary targets. All attacks should be aimed high.
Low targets  and  extremities  are  used  solely  as  targets  of  opportunity  for  some
second intention actions.
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Principles and Techniques

To Act or to Wait?

Patenostrier  speaks  of  taking  advantage  of  your  opponent's  attack  to  provide  a
tempo in which your can strike but does not explain himself. Cavalcabo adds the
same principles of provocation and invitation he outlined in the rapier and dagger
section of the treatise. 

Both use the idea of a feint (or true thrust) to the opponent's face to force him to
parry or otherwise distract him from what you are really doing. Patenostrier uses this
as both a preparation for an attack elsewhere and a method for concealing your foot
movements. Cavalcabo uses it only as a preparation for an attack.

Where  a  thrust  to  the  face  is  used  to  prepare  an  attack,  the  idea  is  that  the
opponent's  parry  opens a  line  which  may be attacked with  an action  of  second
intention.

Contretemps - Single Time versus Double Time

Patenostrier makes a clear distinction between contretemps (counter-time or single
time) and double tempo actions but doesn't seem to express a preference for one or
the other. He does say that contretemps relies on being faster than your opponent
and, says Cavalcabo, that this isn't for everyone. His idea of tempo is that, rather
than it referring to the time taken to perform an action, it is time lost. In this manner,
tempo takes on more the idea of an opportunity to action presented to you by your
opponent. He talks about movement of the (sword) hand, movement of the (sword)
arm, movement of the feet and voiding of the body all giving you a signal and time to
act.

Cavalcabo  prefers  double  time  actions  in  both  attack  and  defence.  Double  time
defenses, he says, are safer and surer than actions in contretemps. Similarly, second
intention attacks are safe and more sure to hit than single tempo actions.

Key Actions

Patenostrier enumerates five basic actions used to attack your opponent. Cavalcabo
drops the last one from the list and uses only the first four. 

Tierce: A thrust holding the hilt of the sword with the palm of the hand facing
downwards. 

Quarte: A thrust with the hilt of the sword held with the palm of the hand facing
upwards.

Beat and Enter: Using the left hand to deflect the opponent's sword point off-line or
out-of-presence and thrusting as a single action
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Pass Below: This involves dropping the torso below the height of the opponent’s
attack and stepping out to the side with the rear foot, and directing the
point  of  the  sword  at  an  upwards  angle  for  an  overly  aggressive
opponent to run onto.

Quarte Over the Sword: A thrust from quarte dropping the point of your sword over
the opponent’s blade to the opponent’s inside line. Patenostrier says
that it is useful against an opponent who has over-extended his or her
reach.

Tactical Situations

Patenostrier outlines a set of very theoretical situations concerned with the change of
relative distance between you and your opponent. Cavalcabo provides a set of very
practical situations outlining how to respond to particular actions of your opponent.
The tables below provide a summary of tactical situations covered by each master. 

Patenostrier

Situation Response

Opponent advances with an attack You  withdraw  to  parry  and  then
counter-attack

Opponent advances with an attack You caver and counter-attack

Opponent feints with a thrust then cavers You counter-caver

Opponent feints with a thrust then cavers You caver and caver again

In short, that table describes two actions by the opponent. The first is a simple attack,
say a thrust, through which the opponent moves into distance. Your options are to
either slip back, parry then counter attack to to caver and parry then counter-attack.
The second is when you opponent feints then cavers for the true attack. Your option
is to caver and counter-thrust. 

The last action (caver and caver again) is obscure but seems related to a series of
circular parries much like in modern fence. Luckily for us, Patenostrier says that it is
very difficult to get this correct with the clear hint to avoid using it. The difference
between the third and fourth response appears to hinge on whether you caver the
initial feint or caver only the true attack.
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Cavalcabo

Situation Response Options

Opponent attacks with a tierce • Slip back, parry with hand then thrust

• Caver to parry then thrust in seconde

• Pass below

• Contretemps in tierce

Opponent attacks with a quarte • Slip back, parry with hand then thrust

• Counter-cut into the sword

• Pass Below

• Contretemps in quarte

Opponent  wants  to  beat  away
your sword

Present the opponent your sword to beat then:

• Caver and thrust in quarte

• Slip  back  as  he  does,  parry  with  hand
then thrust

Opponent wants to pass below Stand in a high posture to invite then:

• Counter-cut into his blade then thrust

• Slip back, parry with hand then thrust

Opponent  closes  with  cutting
strikes or estramaçons

Counter-thrust (presumably turning the true edge
into the attack - not stated)

Opponent  feints  a  thrust  then
turns a main droite

Parry the main droite stepping left into the attack.
Grab his hilt and thrust in seconde or tierce.

Opponent  feints  a  thrust  then
turns a revers

Cut  a  revers  of  your  own into  this  blade then
grab  his  hilt  and  counter-attack  (presumably
stepping left on your revers).

Opponent does nothing Provoke by striking at the nearest opening or the
face

Tactical Advice

Both  masters  agree  that  acting  in  double  time  is  safer  than  trying  to  act  in
contretemps or single time. Particularly in defence, it is safer to parry securely then
counter attack to the nearest open target.

Cavalcabo suggests standing in the guard of quarte to invite your opponent to attack
or  provoking your  opponent  to  act  with  thrusts  and feints.  Patenostrier  does not
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disagree but seems to prefer a more aggressive posture. He suggests thrusting to
the opponent’s face, whether as a feint or in earnest, in order to force your opponent
out of a secure and comfortable guard position then taking advantage of this with a
second intention attack. Both masters strongly favour second intention or follow-up
actions.

Patenostrier gives several other snippets of useful advice such as:

• Dont "stamp the foot" to provoke your opponent. The chances are it won’t and
it distracts your attention from the main game.

• Use feints to the opponent’s face to disguise and hide your footwork. This is
the magician’s trick of  concentrating attention in one place while  acting in
another.

• Ensure your blade is always on top of the opponent’s sword. Never let your
sword be dominated by the opponent’s blade on top of yours. 
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Drills and Exercises
Drills are nothing more (or less) than muscle memory exercises designed to ingrain a
set of movements into a single action that can be performed instinctively. The action
of the drill happens the same way each and every time.

There are two classes of drills presented here. The first is for solely attacking actions
which describe its basic mechanics and then provide an illustration of its tactical use.
The second class are responses to counters and take advantage of the disordering
caused  by an  opponent’s  attack.  In  both  cases,  given  the  magnitude  of  options
available with the sword alone, variants of and extensions to the drills have been
noted in the text. For some of the more common actions, some notes about their
tactical application have been added.

All directions assume a right-handed fencer. Reverse them for a left-handed fencer.
All  drills are written for solo practice although it is trivial to adapt them for a real
partner.

Thrust in Quarte, Thrust in Tierce

This drill is best performed as a solo exercises. Partner drills may be extrapolated
from the two tactical applications of the thrust presented below.

1. Stand in the guard or tierce or quarte as you please. The right foot is forward
and the sword held low on the right for tierce or on the left for quarte.

2. Extend your arm to thrust with the blade and the line of the quillions held
vertically. Aim the point at your opponent’s head or upper torso.

3. At the point your arm is almost fully extended, make the decision which way
to turn your hand. This may be in response to a defensive action by your
opponent or for some other reason. You may:

a. turn your hand palm down to complete a thrust in tierce, or

b. turn your hand palm up to complete a thrust in quarte.

4. Step forward with the front foot to gain additional distance and ensure that
you turn your shoulders so that the line of the sword blade extends rearwards
through each. 

5. Step back with the front foot to recover into guard. Do not omit this step.

Thrust to Face then Estramaçon/Caver

This uses the thrust as a feint in order to draw a response from the opponent. Make
sure that you thrust with the blade and the line of the quillions vertical. Based on the
opponent’s response, you have three options.

1. If the opponent retreats, do nothing. Come back on guard.
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2. If the parries your blade to your left, either:

a. caver and thrust in quarte, or

b. flow  with  the  parry  by  turning  your  hand  palm  down.  Use  the
momentum  imparted  by  the  parry  to  give  your  blade  additional
impetus to power the estamaçon to cut a main droite from the right to
the opponent’s head or arm.

3. If the opponent parries to your right, either:

a. caver and thrust in tierce, or

b. flow with the parry by turning your hand palm up. Use the momentum
imparted by the parry to give your blade additional impetus to power
the estamaçon to cut a revers from the left to the opponent’s head or
arm.

Always return to a solid guard position after any action.

The Thrust as a Straight Parry

The thrust  may be  used  as  a  to  a  cutting  strike  by  your  opponent.  When your
opponent cuts at you, whether a developed large-motion cutting strike or a quicker
small motion  estamaçon, thrust directly at your opponent's head or torso, ensuring
that you turn your true edge into the direction the opponent’s strike is coming from.
For example:

• if the opponent makes a cutting strike to your right, thrust in tierce,

• If the opponent makes a cutting strike to your left, thrust in quarte.

The Pass Below

The Pass Below may be made on either side depending on whether the left foot or
the  right  foot  is  forward.  This  exercise  assumes  that  the  right  foot  is  forward
conforming to the basic stance stipulated by both Patenostrier and Cavalcabo.

This drill may be performed as either a solo drill or a partner drill.

1. Stand in tierce guard. The right foot is forward and the sword is held low on
the right with the point aimed lower than usual to invite a high line attack.

2. Visualise your opponent making a thrust to your exposed head.

3. Step widely with the rear left foot on the diagonal forward and to your left,
bending your torso low from the hips so that your head and shoulder are
below the line of the opponent’s attack.

4. At the same time, extend your arm forwards and upward, turning the sword
hand into tierce. Aim the point at the opponent’s torso.

5. Step back with the front foot to recover into guard. Do not omit this step.
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Reverse the stance and directions to make a Pass Below in quarte.

The counter to the Pass Below is to step offline and cut downwards into the blade of
the opponent’s sword.

Beating with the Hand

This is a partner drill and requires the partner to act as the attacker, who presents the
sword or performs a simple thrust. The defender performs the beat away technique.

1. The attacker stands in tierce with the right foot forward.

2. The defender stands in  tierce with the right foot forward. The sword is held
low on the right with the point directed at the opponent’s throat.

3. The attacker extends the sword arm forward bringing the sword point closer
to the defender in a mock-thrust.

4. The defender simultaneously beats away the point of the attacker’s sword
with the left hand and thrusts in quarte, stepping forward with the right foot.

5. Step back and recover into quarte guard.

Patenostrier lists two keys to this technique. In step 4, your left hand moves forward
and to the side to ensure that you take the point of the opponent’s sword safely out of
the way before  you  make your  thrust.  While  doing this,  ensure  that  you  do  not
withdraw your sword arm behind you but keep it forward and ready to act.

Slip Back, Riposte with a Thrust

This action may also be used against an opponent’s thrust by slipping or withdrawing
the front  foot  back to touch the rear  foot.  The distance gained should  make the
opponent’s thrust fall  short. At the moment the energy of the opponent’s thrust is
spent,  beat  away the point  of  the opponent’s sword and thrust  in  tierce stepping
forward strongly.

Parry in Quarte and Riposte - Inquartade

This is a practice tactical application of quarte for parrying and counter-attacking. It is
a  complex  action  which  occurs  very  frequently  in  the  text.  It  appears  in  both
Patenostrier’s and Cavalcabo’s section of the text but only Patenostrier names it as
the inquartade.

This is a partner drill and requires the partner to act as the attacker, who presents the
sword or performs a simple thrust. The defender performs the technique.

1. The attacker stands in tierce with the right foot forward.

2. The defender stands in  tierce with the right foot forward. The sword is held
low on the right with the point directed at the opponent’s throat.
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3. The attacker extends the sword arm forward bringing the sword point closer
to the defender in a mock-thrust.

4. The defender parries in  quarte, that is, the defender turns the sword hand
from a palm down  tierce position to a palm up  quarte position, moving the
strong of the blade to intercept the weak of the opponent’s sword.

5. Once the parry is made, pivot anticlockwise using the front right foot as the
centre of the pivot and bringing the left foot forward and to the right. While
doing this, direct the point of your sword at the opponent’s head or upper
torso in a thrust in quarte. This step, while complex, should be performed as a
single, fluid motion which at once moves the defender’s body off-line to the
right and drives a thrust into the attacker.

6. Step back and recover into quarte guard. Do not omit this step.

The pivot in step 5 is known in other traditions and later in the development of French
fencing as the volté.

A variant of this action omits the pivot from step 5 and replaces the pivot with the 
action of stepping forward with the right foot and, reaching under the crossed blades,
grabbing the opponent’s sword hand to immobilise the weapon.

Parry in Tierce, Riposte Stepping Left

This is a practice tactical application of tierce for parrying and counter-attacking. It is
a complex action which occurs very frequently in the text. It  is a partner drill  and
requires the partner to act as the attacker, who presents the sword or performs a
simple thrust. The defender who performs the beat away technique.

1. The attacker stands in quarte with the right foot forward.

2. The defender stands in quarte with the right foot forward. The sword is held
low on the left with the point directed at the opponent’s throat.

3. The attacker extends the sword arm forward bringing the sword point closer
to the defender in a mock-thrust.

4. The defender parries in tierce, that is, the defender turns the sword hand from
a palm up quarte position to a palm down tierce position, moving the strong of
the blade to intercept the weak of the opponent’s sword. While doing this,
step  to  the  left  with  the  rear  foot.  This  step  should  be  more  lateral  than
forward. This step should be performed as a single fluid motion.

5. Once the parry is made, direct the point of your sword at the attacker’s head
or upper torso as a thrust in  tierce. Keep the left hand high to protect your
face.

6. Recover back into the guard of tierce. Do not omit this step.

The variant of this action uses the left hand in step 5 to grab the opponent’s sword
hand to immobilise the weapon.
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Quarte on the Outside

This drill has been included solely because Patenostrier calls it out as one of the five
core techniques. Cavalcabo doesn't mention it or allude to any technique which looks
similar.

1. The attacker stands in tierce with the right foot forward.

2. The defender stands in quarte with the right foot forward. The sword is held
low on the right  with the point  directed at the opponent’s shoulder on the
outside of the opponent’s sword.

3. The attacker extends the sword arm forward bringing the sword point closer
to the defender in a mock-thrust aimed at the defender’s upper torso.

4. The defender, while maintaining the sword hand in quarte and and to the left,
moves the point  of the sword to the right,  the opponent’s inside, over the
opponent’s blade aiming for the lower torso. This has the effect of pushing the
opponent’s blade offline to your the defender’s left. Only when the opponent’s
point is safely offline should you step forward, if necessary, to thrust home.

5. Recover back into the guard of tierce. Do not omit this step.
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Further Study

Primary Sources

Note: translations of Cavalcabo are included as primary sources. Texts without ISBN
information are available on the internet.

Cavalcabo, G. Treatise or Instruction for Fencing.

• Nobilissimo discorso intorno il schermo, c.1580, manuscript (Italian)

• Traité ou instruction pour tirer des armes, (translator) Villamont, J. de, 1597
(French from Italian)

• Neues Kunstliches Fechtbuch, (translator) Einsidell,  C. von, 1611 (German
from French)

• Treatise or Instruction for Fencing, (translator) Runacres, R. 2015 (English
from French)  ISBN: 978-1-326-16469-0

• Neues  Kunstliches  Fechtbuch,  (translator)  Maurer,  K.  2015  (English  from
German)

Secondary and Related Sources

Agrippa,  C.  Fencing:  A Renaissance  Treatise,  (translator)  Mondschein,  K.  2009.
ISBN: 978-1-599-10129-3

Brantôme (Pierre de Bourdeille). Discours sur les duels de Brantôme. 1887 

Castle, E. Schools and Masters of Fencing: From the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth
Century 2003. ISBN: 978-0-486-13875-6 

Daressy, H. Archives des Maitres d'Armes de Paris. 1888

Viggiani, A. Lo Schermo. 1575
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